2004 REU Conference Program

Conference Program

Research Experience for Undergraduates at Baruch College, 2004

May 21st, Skylight Room (306), 17 Lexington Ave.

9:30am  COFFEE AND TEA. Professor Kristin Sommer. Welcoming Remarks

9:45am  Rachel Pascall (Brooklyn College). Personal and Situational Determinants of Decision Making. Advisor: Prof. Yochi Cohen Charash

10:00am Sophia Paone (College of Staten Island). Reasons for Envy at Work. Advisor: Prof. Yochi Cohen-Charash

10:15am Rayner Berrios (Baruch College) and Rafaelina Perez (Hunter College). An Examination of Dyadic and Group Rejection in Men and Women. Advisor: Prof. Kristin Sommer

10:30am Wei Wei Chao (Baruch College). The Relationship between Friendship, Justice and Envy. Advisor: Prof. Yochi Cohen-Charash

10:45am Valentina Nikulina (New York University) Ewa Brodacki (Brooklyn College). Does Effort Follow a Circadian Rhythm? Advisor: Prof. Mindy Engle-Friedman

11:15am Peter Kouloumbinis (John Jay College) & Sharon Gabin (John Jay College). The Influence of Visuals on Legal Judgments. Advisor: Prof. Jai Park

11:30am Jessie Bekoe (Baruch College). The Influence that Friendship Has on Envy in the Workplace. Advisor: Prof. Yochi Cohen-Charash

11:45am Nadia Tsishutsina (Brooklyn College) and Ariel Bayewitz (Yeshiva University). Stereotyping and selection: The Effect of Ethnic Cues and Expertise on Personnel Selection at Workplace. Advisor: Prof. Jai Park

12:00pm Shantae McGee (City College). The Effects of Sleep Complaints on Effort. Advisor: Prof. Mindy Engle-Friedman

12:15pm Suzanne Elgendy (New York University) and Jolene McMahon (Manhattan College). Do Reminders of September 11th, 2001 Evoke Negative Feelings Toward Arab-Americans? Advisor: Prof. Kristin Sommer

12:30pm  LUNCH AND INFORMAL DISCUSSION WITH THE SPEAKERS